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for taking high-quality clinical photographs
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Objectives

A senior Sydney dentist and a Fellow of the International
College of Dentists, Peter is a Clinical Senior Lecturer
at Sydney University and a world expert on Clinical
Photography.

For all dental professionals, the practice of
dentistry is becoming more complicated,
regulated and competitive.

Course Outline

Clinical Photography in dentistry is a discipline
comparable to its sibling, digital radiography. With the
right tools and technique, photographs (whether a face,
an arch, a quadrant or a tooth) can be quickly taken and
seamlessly integrated into every day general practice. The
addition of photographic images to the pool of patient data
can add enormously to every dentist’s professionalism and
satisfaction.

•

Rationale for use – the scope of Clinical Photography

•

Using images to improve records, risk management,
professional interaction and patient education

•

Principles of exposure and settings

•

Taking control of the camera to simplify and minimise
adjustments

•

Camera choices – body, lens and flash

•

Where do the Intra-oral camera and the iPhone fit into
Clinical Photography?

•

In-camera post-processing… is it possible?

•

Accessories – Retractors and mirrors

•

The team – who takes the photos?

•

Positioning and technique

•

Improving patient compliance

•

Data management

•

Achieving quality, consistency and efficiency

Orthodontic Photography
D E TA I LS

• 1 day course
• 24 June, Melbourne 2022

Price
$1,600*
Prices exclude GST

*Special offer for staff available

Clinical photography is now being taught at the
undergraduate level at Sydney University, to dentists
via the ADA CPD programmes and in many specialist
programmes. Eventually it will be considered a fundamental
and obligatory part of best practice, supporting and
reinforcing treatment decisions and outcomes.
Good clinical photos are an evidential base on which
patients are able to comprehend their problems and are
empowered to make the right treatment decisions...
See how this is an easy and ethical way to improve
treatment compliance.

